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DISCOVER



SHAREWE ARE MAZDA WELCOME MAZDA2 DRIVING EXPERIENCE YOUR MAZDA2 YOUR STYLE AND NEEDS GET IN TOUCH



We explore cities and winding country roads.

Corners hugged and throttles revved.
Windows down, radio loud, no particular place to go.

Always forward, defying the wind. I am the embodiment of Jinba Ittai.
You, the heart behind the wheel. We were always meant to connect,

like a horse and rider, car and driver as one.

Together, we are stronger.

We have a bond that words alone cannot describe.
We never drive alone. We drive together.



MADE IN MUKAINADA

Mazda began its journey as a manufacturer of cork products in

Mukainada, Hiroshima, and rose to the challenges of rebuilding itself

and our community after World War II. Since then, we have not only

accepted challenges, we have been driven by them. Mukainada is not

only our birthplace, it is our inspiration. Throughout our history we

have developed innovations that others deemed impossible, from the

Rotary engine to Skyactiv Technology and beyond.

LEARN MORE ABOUT OUR CHALLENGER SPIRIT



KODOḊ SOUL OF MOTION

Creating a sense of motion, even at a standstill— this is the essence of Mazda’s Kodo: Soul of Motion design philosophy. It is our

designer’s way to give each model its own personality. With curves and angles so striking, they command your attention through a

mere glance. Exciting you by the anticipation of what’s to come and urging you to get behind the wheel and experience the unique

energy that can only come from a Mazda. Eliciting this kind of instant emotional response requires a human touch. Created for

humans by humans.

DISCOVER MORE ABOUT OUR DESIGN LANGUAGE



INTRODUCING THE 2022
MAZDA2

Engineered and crafted with the greatest care to the tiniest

detail, the Mazda2 makes an impression both visually and

from a driver’s perspective. Its sporty shape and striking

colours match the sophisticated handcrafted interior, while

every feature is thoughtfully built around you, the driver.

Our designers’ emotional approach creates a feeling of

complete oneness with the Mazda2, giving way to an

effortless and engaging driving experience.



BEAUTY ON WHEELS

The Mazda2 is both agile and stylish. Our

Kodo: Soul of Motion design language has

created a car with a playful, yet elegant spirit.

The bold exterior shape creates a sense of

vitality, elevating motion into an art form. Its

solid stance, muscular lines and overall look

create a feeling of forward momentum,

inviting you to get behind the wheel.

FRONT SIDE REAR



EXTERIOR HIGHLIGHTS

Our choice of high quality Alloy wheels, add

an energetic and modern feel to the car’s

design.

The sharply angled LED headlights create a

striking appearance, whilst the Signature LED

lighting* provides a distinctive presence on the

road. 

(*Excludes SEḋL grades)

The shark fin antenna enhances the beauty of

the flowing Kodo design, adding more

distinction to the car’s styling. 

(Excludes SEḋL grades)

 ALLOY WHEELS LED HEADLIGHTS SHARK FIN ANTENNA



EXTERIOR HIGHLIGHTS

The stylish front grille completes the Kodo

design, adding to the presence of the Mazda2.

Provides an extra level of sophistication by

enhancing the overall looks and offers an extra

level of security. 

(Excludes SEḋL grades)

A unique three-layer paint structure comprising

clear, translucent and reflective coats, which

represents Mazda’s Takuminuri painting

technology.

FRONT GRILLE PRIVACY GLASS SOUL RED CRYSTAL



SUPERIOR CRAFTSMANSHIP

Our craftsmen are called ‘Takumi’ – a name which symbolises dexterity and precision, representing a long tradition of master

craftsmanship in Japan. These are the artisans who hone their skills for years, even decades, to achieve mastery. Their passion,

patience and dedication to their craft is poured into every Mazda through the human touch – something no computer can replicate.

Every tiny detail inside the Mazda2 is a testament to the Takumi’s proficiency, deepening the car and driver connection to the point of

feeling as one.



TO THE LAST STITCH

Nothing quite tempts the senses like touch. The contact of soft textures, solid stitching and a form that embraces you. Every inch of

our carefully constructed upholstery is designed to make your driving experience better.



COMFORT AWAITS

The Mazda2 is built to match your needs and uplift your

spirit, with a balanced mix of both functional and design led

features. Because you should feel comfortable in any

situation, features like the dusk-sensing headlights, rear

parking sensors, climate control air conditioning, as well as

our Mazda Connect Multimedia System, all contribute to a

heightened state of relaxation and confidence.



Adds an extra touch of distinctive style while

enhancing the comfort for both driver and

passengers. 

(Available on GT Sport & GT Sport Tech

grades)

Puts all important driver information such as

speed and navigation directions within your

line of sight. 

(Available on GT Sport & GT Sport Tech

grades)

LEATHER SEATS HEADḋUP DISPLAY



Set once to keep your climate the way you

like it at all times.

Provides a birdseye view of your vehicle. The

system consists of four cameras providing

views of the top, front, sides, and rear. 

(Available on GT Sport Tech grades)

CLIMATE CONTROL 360 VIEW MONITOR



CONNECTING CAR AND DRIVER

Every Mazda aspires to the same single goal—oneness between the vehicle and you,

the driver. We call this unique feeling Jinba Ittai. When you experience this seamless
connection, your senses become heightened. You engage with the moment and

leave all distractions behind. You feel energised and rejuvenated.



EFFORTLESS CONNECTIVITY

In the driver-centric cabin of the Mazda2, every element is

situated within easy reach, so you can stay better focused on

the road ahead. A completely synchronised environment is

ensured by the effortless control of the 7” colour touch-

screen display and the intuitive Multimedia Commander.

Moreover, synchronising your mobile phone, streaming your

favourite music via Android Auto® or the Apple CarPlay™, is

now easier than ever through the Mazda Connect

infotainment system.



POWER AND EFFICIENCY

Better performance. Improved efficiency. Enhanced enjoyment. This is

what our latest range of Skyactiv engines in the 2022 Mazda2 are

designed to deliver. We believe that excellent fuel efficiency should

never come at the cost of performance. So, our driving-obsessed

engineers found a way to enhance both. Every aspect of the vehicle is

engineered to maximise driving dynamics and efficiency: from body

construction and engine technology, to the chassis and transmission.



MAZDA M HYBRID – EFFICIENT
AND FUN TO DRIVE

Mazda M Hybrid is our innovative evolution of hybrid car

technology. By capturing the energy that is normally wasted

during braking, Mazda M Hybrid uses that energy to assist

the engine and to power the car’s electrical system. The

result is smooth acceleration and an overall fun-to-drive

feel. All while saving fuel in the process.

* Only available on 90ps Manual and 115ps Manual engines



CONFIDENCE IN EVERY DIRECTION

A suite of i-Activsense safety features and sophisticated safety

innovations alert you to hazards and help you avoid collisions—or

lessen their impact. Features such as our Advanced Smart City Brake

Support* (SCBS) system helps the driver avoid frontal collisions while

driving at the slower speeds in urban areas or congested traffic.  

If the system detects a risk of collision, it prepares the brakes to

deliver maximum stopping power. If the driver does not take evasive

action, the system applies the brakes and reduces engine output, with

the aim of avoiding the collision or reducing the severity of impact. 

(*Excludes 75ps SEḋL grades)



The system uses a sophisticated laser sensor to

detect other vehicles and operates the brakes

to reduce damage in the event of a collision. 

(Excludes 75ps SEḋL)

Enjoy parking with ease. The 360o View

Monitor detects obstacles from all sides of the

car, covering all possible angles. 

(Available on GT Sport Tech models only)

The ultimate in headlight technology including

Glare-free High Beams which automatically

dim part of the illuminated area to avoid

dazzling other drivers.  

(Available on GT Sport Tech models only)

ADVANCED SMART CITY 
BRAKE SUPPORT 360° VIEW MONITOR ADAPTIVE LED HEADLIGHTS



The GḋVectoring system is built to improve

grip, steering response and driving dynamics

when cornering. The system constantly

supports you to have a more connected

driving experience.

Helps you to stop being dazzled by the

headlights of traffic travelling behind you at

night, so you can always focus on what really

matters – the joy of driving.

GḋVECTORING CONTROL 
AUTO DIMMING 

REARḋVIEW MIRROR



Promotes safer driving by providing

appropriate steering assistance. Lane Keep

Assist uses a windshield-mounted camera to

recognise lane-markings on the road and

activates at speeds above 37 mph. 

(Excludes 75ps SEḋL )

Automatically alerts you to the presence of

vehicles in your blind spots with a warning

beep and an icon displayed in the

appropriate door mirror. 

(Available on GT Sport Tech grades)

LANE KEEP ASSIST BLIND SPOT MONITORING



75PS SEḋL

15" Silver alloy wheels
Brown cloth trim with Black inserts
AM / FM / DAB radio with 6 speakers
Apple CarPlay® & Android Auto™
Cruise Control - with Adjustable Speed
Limiter
Climate-controlled air-conditioning
Door Mirrors - Body coloured electrically
adjustable, heated auto power-folding
Driver’s seat - manual 6-way adjustment /
Front Passanger seat - manual 4-way
adjustment
Electric Windows - front and rear with
driver's window one-touch function
Integrated Mazda Navigation system with
7" Colour touch-screen, Multimedia
Commander with 3-years free map
updates
Rear Parking Sensors

90PS SEḋL 90PS SPORT 90PS GT SPORT 115PS GT SPORT TECH75PS SEḋL

http://localhost:8888/Mazda2_Uk-13-12-2021/V4php/your-mazda-75ps-SE-L.php


90PS SEḋL

Advanced Front Smart City Brake Support
(SCBSḋFr)
Lane Departure Warning System (LDWS)
Lane-keep Assist System (LAS)
Mazda M Hybrid (mild hybrid system)

75PS SEḋL 90PS SPORT 90PS GT SPORT 115PS GT SPORT TECH90PS SEḋL



90PS SPORT

16” Bright finish alloys
Blue cloth trim
Bright front & rear bumper lower moulding
Chrome exhaust trim
Drive selection switch (automatic
transmission only)
Gloss Black radiator grille
Mazda M Hybrid (mild hybrid system -
Manual transmission only)
Privacy glass (rear side and rear windows)

Signature front LED running lights
Steering wheel mounted paddle shift
(automatic transmission only)
Smart keyless entry

Wireless Apple CarPlay® and wired
Android Auto™

75PS SEḋL 90PS SEḋL 90PS GT SPORT 115PS GT SPORT TECH90PS SPORT



90PS GT SPORT

16" Bright alloy wheels
Blue/Grey leather with Black Granlux®
inserts
Colour Active Driving Display (Head-Up
Display)
Heated front seats (3-stage setting)
Heated steering wheel
Mazda M Hybrid (Manual transmission
only)
Reversing camera

75PS SEḋL 90PS SEḋL 90PS SPORT 115PS GT SPORT TECH90PS GT SPORT



115PS GT SPORT TECH

16" Bright alloy wheels
Blue/Grey leather with Black Granlux®
inserts

360o View Monitor (front, rear and side
cameras)
Adaptive LED headlights
Blind Spot Monitoring (BSM) with Rear
Cross Traffic Alert (RCTA)
Driver Attention Alert
Front & rear parking sensors
Smart City Brake Support - Rear (SCBSḋR)

75PS SEḋL 90PS SEḋL 90PS SPORT 90PS GT SPORT 115PS GT SPORT TECH



TECHNICAL INFORMATION

PETROL

1.5 Skyactiv-G 75ps 
6-speed Manual

1.5 e-Skyactiv G 90ps 
6-speed Manual

1.5 Skyactiv-G 90ps 
6-speed Automatic

1.5 e-Skyactiv G 115ps 
6-speed Manual

EC emission level Euro Stage6d Euro Stage6d Euro Stage6d Euro Stage6d

WLPT values

Fuel consumption1 mpg (l/100km)

Low 48.7 (5.8) 49.6 (5.7) 44.1 (6.4) 47.1 (6.0)

Medium 61.4 (4.6) 62.8 (4.5) 56.5 (5.0) 58.9 (4.8)

High 67.3 (4.2) 68.9 (4.1) 60.1 (4.7) 65.7 (4.3)

Extra High 55.4 (5.1) 55.4 (5.1) 47.9 (5.9) 53.3 (5.3)

Combined 58.9 (4.8) 60.1 (4.7) 52.3 (5.4) 56.5 (5.0)

CO2 emissions1 (g/km)

Combined 109 107 122 113

1) Figures shown are for comparability purposes; only compare fuel consumption and CO2 figures with other cars tested to the same technical procedures. These figures

may not reflect real life driving results, which will depend upon a number of factors including the accessories fitted (post-registration), variations in weather, driving styles

and vehicle load. All figures quoted are derived from the latest WLTP test cycle.



COLOUR THAT MOVES YOU

The colours of the Mazda2 are one of the

first things that will strike you. Whether it

be our newly introduced Platinum Quartz

metallic, or our exclusive Soul Red Crystal

metallic, which provides a highly intense

and shimmering colour that best

compliments the lines of our Kodo: Soul

of Motion design. 

With twelve colours to choose from,

which colour do you prefer your Mazda2?

SOUL RED
CRYSTAL

JET 
BLACK

POLYMETAL
GREY

SONIC
SILVER

DEEP
CRIMSON

ARCTIC
WHITE

CERAMIC
METALLIC

DEEP BLUE
CRYSTAL

ETERNAL
BLUE

MACHINE
GREY

PLATINUM
QUARTZ

SNOWFLAKE
WHITE



YOUR STYLE AND NEEDS

We have created thoughtfully-designed accessories that

work seamlessly with the 2022 Mazda2, complementing its

style and expressing yours. Choose which ones you need to

complete your Mazda2, your way.



Adds a more sporty look to your Mazda2. A great way to keep your car’s boot looking

brand new for years to come.

Completes the Kodo design, adding a more

dynamic look to your Mazda2.

FRONT SKIRT BOOT LINER REAR ROOF SPOILER



Provides your car’s interior with a more

luxurious touch.

 Fashioned with top quality material and

perfectly cut to fit your Mazda2's interior.

Completes your Mazda2 with an extra sense of

sportiness and elegance.

ILLUMINATED SCUFF PLATES LUXURY FLOOR MATS 15” ANTHRACITE ALLOY WHEELS 



STAY IN TOUCH WITH MAZDA2

Discover more about the Mazda2. Experience the car yourself with a test drive or explore our brochures.

Use our configurator to find

the perfect Mazda2 for you.

BUILD YOUR MAZDA

Experience the Mazda2

for yourself.

REQUEST A TEST DRIVE

FOLLOW US ON

PRINT BROCHURE

Find out more

PRICE & SPECIFICATION GUIDE

Mazda Motors UK reserves the right to introduce changes in specification and equipment due to its ongoing product development. Colour and trim samples shown in this digital brochure may vary from the

actual colours because of the variations of resolutions and colours found in various screen displays, and if printed, limitations within the printing process. Models shown may not be to UK specification. It is

recommended that you consult your Mazda dealer when referring to these. Apple CarPlay®, Android Auto™ and Bose are registered trademarks in the U.S. and other countries. Used with permission. The

Bluetooth® word mark and logos are owned by the Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by Mazda Motor Company is under licence. Other trademarks and trade names are those of their

respective owners.



MAZDA MOTOR UK LTD

2022
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